SECRETS OF PROFESSIONAL EXCELLENCE
Army Institute of Management and Technology had organized a Guest Lecture
on the 21st of February at 15:30 hours in the seminar hall. The speaker for the
day was Brig (Dr)Sunil Kumar Mudgil (Retd). Dr. Mudgil an International Master
Trainer and Motivational Speaker with more than 32 years of experience in the
field of leadership training and development.

Renuka Limbu and Akash Yadav, students of MBA 1st year introduced the
speaker to the budding MBA professionals, faculty and the staff members of the
Institute. Dr. Rana Singh, Director of Army Institute of Management and
Technology felicitated the honorable guest lecturer Dr. Sunil Kumar Mudgil. In
His lecture, Dr. Mudgil started on a very distinctive and enthusiastic note. The
audience was energized with interactive activities and music, ensuring active
participation of the audience. He made the session very involving with his
nimble way of presentation by sighting examples of real life personalities and
shared their success stories like Mark Spitz and Sachin Tendulkar. Dr. Mudgil
very gracefully taught the audience the real meaning of success by providing a
gist on the life experience and hurdles of a village girl who became a top notch
in Microsoft fighting all obstacles. An eye beguiling instance from NBA (The
National Basketball Association) was shared with the students to show how one
should focus on the strengths and not on the short comings. The presentation
came to an end with Dr. Mudgil briefing the audiences about the power of
imagination and inculcating winning spirit where the concept of believing in one
degree more was explained.
We came to an end with a questioner session that in itself was a learning
experience. One query mushroomed into a lot, the queries where related to
corporate excellence and standing against failures with augmentation of proper
knowledge.
Our Director Dr. Rana Singh presented the vote of thanks to our Guest lecturer
at the end. Overall it was a brilliant session where the students were fostered
and their minds were stimulated with positivity of believing in oneself and a
more focused path towards achieving corporate excellence.

